out by the vast majority of nonresponsive neurons within which they are embedded. An illustration of such a situa-5 Faculty of Medicine Tel Aviv University tion is depicted in Figure 1 . As illustrated on the left, weak activation to a certain set of images (houses and Tel Aviv 69978 Israel words in this example) can reflect the activity of a uniform population of face-selective neurons, which are suboptimally activated by these object categories. However, as illustrated on the right, the same weak fMRI activation could reflect the presence of a few intensely Summary active groups of neurons, which are not sensitive to faces at all but rather are preferentially activated by Background: A prevailing assumption in neuroimaging studies is that relatively low fMRI signals are due to weak other object categories (e.g., houses or words). These neurons are embedded among a large number of faceneuronal activation, and, therefore, they are commonly ignored. However, lower fMRI signals may also result selective neurons, and due to their relative low density, their activity is not sufficient to produce a strong fMRI from intense activation by highly selective, albeit small, subsets of neurons in the imaged voxel. We report on signal in the measured voxel. Note that conventional MR imaging cannot differentiate between these two extreme an approach that could form a basis for resolving this ambiguity imposed by the low (mm range) spatial resolualternatives. Here, we propose to use the fMR-adaptation phenomenon, in which repeated presentation of a tion of fMRI. Our approach employs fMR-adaptation as an indicator for highly active neuronal populations even stimulus leads to significant reduction in the fMRI signal, to differentiate between activity patterns that appear to when the measured fMRI signal is low. Results: In this study, we first showed that fMRI-adapbe similar in conventional fMRI imaging (for a review, see [1]). tation is diminished when overall neuronal activity is lowered substantially by reducing image contrast. We What are the factors that control the adaptation process? Previous studies have demonstrated that the level then applied the same adaptation paradigm, but this time we lowered the fMRI signal by changing object of adaptation was dependent on the similarity between the repeated stimuli and in fact could be used to probe shape. While the overall fMRI signal in category-related regions such as the face-related pFs was drastically the level of invariance and generalization of neuronal populations in the visual cortex [2, 3]. However, another reduced for non-face stimuli, the adaptation level obtained for these stimuli remained high. We hypothesize parameter that was not considered so far in human fMRI studies is the activation level of the neuronal population; that the relatively greater adaptation level following exthat is, it could be that the level of adaptation correlates posure to "nonoptimal" object shapes is indicative of to the level of activation produced by the adapting stimsmall subsets of neurons responding vigorously to these ulus prior to the adaptation process. This issue is of "nonoptimal" objects even when the overall fMRI activity crucial importance because if indeed the fMR-adaptais low. tion level is linked to neuronal activation, then the level Conclusions: Our results show that fMR-adaptation of adaptation could be used as a measure for the level can be used to differentiate between neuronal activation of activity of cortical neurons, thus bypassing the spatial patterns that appear similar in the overall fMRI signal. resolution limits of the fMRI method. The results suggest that it may be possible to employ We chose to study the relationship between the neufMR-adaptation to reveal functionally heterogeneous isronal activation and adaptation level by creating suboplands of activity, which are too small to image using timal neuronal activation through drastic reduction of conventional imaging methods. image contrast. Single-unit studies clearly indicate that lowering image contrast reduces neuronal activation and that this effect is not specific to a particular group We then applied this method as an analysis tool to 2; not shown) at different contrast levels. In both experiments, we measured the adaptation level by comparing reveal that object shape changes produce markedly different neuronal activation patterns in category-specific the fMRI activation to "identical" versus "different" image presentations. cortex (e.g., face-and house-selective regions) compared to contrast changes, although their conventional As reported previously using similar images [2], adaptation for high-contrast images was particularly evident fMRI signals are comparable. Similar to contrast reduction, shape changes in category-specific cortex lead to at high-order object areas: a lateral-occipital focus (LO), which is situated ventrally and posteriorly to area MT a drastically reduced signal for the nonselective stimuli (e.g., houses and words in the fusiform face area [FFA]). and extends into the posterior inferotemporal sulcus, and a focus in the vicinity of the posterior fusiform gyrus Crucially, unlike contrast changes, repetition of the same "nonoptimal" stimulus manifested a robust adaptation (pFs), which is anterior and lateral to area V4/V8 and extends into the inferior temporal sulcus (see Table 1 Category-Adaptation Experiment: The Issue periments but using three different object categories (faces, houses, and words). Figure 4A shows the activaof Cortical Modularity Having found that adaptation level could provide an tion level in face-selective voxels both in LO and in the pFs (corresponding to the FFA) for faces and the nonindirect indication of the level of neuronal activation, we could now apply this method to study the activity face images of houses and words. Note that, while the overall activation was drastically reduced for the nonpatterns in ventral-stream, high-order areas. A fundamental issue, which appears particularly amenable for face stimuli, the adaptation level remained robust and did not differ significantly for all stimulus types in both analysis using this approach, is the modular nature of high-order object representations, i.e., to what extent LO and pFs (two-way ANOVA: significant main effect of stimulus repetition: LO: F ϭ 4.5, p Ͻ 10 Ϫ2 ; pFs: F ϭ 8.2, cortical regions are purely specialized for a single category of object images. Perhaps the best-studied examp Ͻ 10 Ϫ3 and of stimulus type: LO: F ϭ 33.1, p Ͻ 10 Ϫ6 ; pFs: F ϭ 21.8, p Ͻ 10 Ϫ5 , but no significant interaction ple of such specialization is the fusiform face area [8, 10, 11] and the parahippocampal place area [9, 12]. The between these factors: LO: F ϭ 0.7, p Ͻ 0.5; pFs: F ϭ 0.4, p Ͻ 0.7 and between hemispheres and stimulus first was described as a cortical module specialized in processing faces, and the latter was associated with repetition as calculated by a three-way ANOVA: pFs: F ϭ 1.5, p Ͻ 0.2). Similar results were obtained in the processing houses and scene images. The main feature of the FFA, which led to its characterization as an indecollateral sulcus (corresponding to the PPA, Figure 4B ), which was associated previously with specific housependent module, was the low level of its activation by non-face objects. The same characteristic was found related or place-related activity [9, 12]. This region was strongly activated by the house images, and its activity for the PPA but for non-house or place stimuli. Is this weak activation a result of suboptimal neuronal activawas drastically reduced for the face and word images.
We then applied this method as an analysis tool to 2; not shown) at different contrast levels. In both experiments, we measured the adaptation level by comparing reveal that object shape changes produce markedly different neuronal activation patterns in category-specific the fMRI activation to "identical" versus "different" image presentations. cortex (e.g., face-and house-selective regions) compared to contrast changes, although their conventional As reported previously using similar images [2] , adaptation for high-contrast images was particularly evident fMRI signals are comparable. Similar to contrast reduction, shape changes in category-specific cortex lead to at high-order object areas: a lateral-occipital focus (LO), which is situated ventrally and posteriorly to area MT a drastically reduced signal for the nonselective stimuli (e.g., houses and words in the fusiform face area [FFA]). and extends into the posterior inferotemporal sulcus, and a focus in the vicinity of the posterior fusiform gyrus Crucially, unlike contrast changes, repetition of the same "nonoptimal" stimulus manifested a robust adaptation (pFs), which is anterior and lateral to area V4/V8 and extends into the inferior temporal sulcus (see Table 1 effect. Thus, adaptation effects can expose differential effects of contrast and shape changes. Such differences for Talairach coordinates). The latter focus (pFs) may overlap the fusiform face area described previously [8]. were pointed previously in single unit studies of midlevel visual areas [7] . We hypothesize that these high Another focus that exhibited substantial adaptation was situated within the anterior portion of the collateral suladaptation levels are due to the presence of small neuronal populations, which are strongly activated by the cus (CoS), and this focus may overlap the parahippocampal place area (PPA) reported previously [9] (see nonoptimal object stimuli. Category-Adaptation Experiment: The Issue periments but using three different object categories (faces, houses, and words). Figure 4A shows the activaof Cortical Modularity Having found that adaptation level could provide an tion level in face-selective voxels both in LO and in the pFs (corresponding to the FFA) for faces and the nonindirect indication of the level of neuronal activation, we could now apply this method to study the activity face images of houses and words. Note that, while the overall activation was drastically reduced for the nonpatterns in ventral-stream, high-order areas. A fundamental issue, which appears particularly amenable for face stimuli, the adaptation level remained robust and did not differ significantly for all stimulus types in both analysis using this approach, is the modular nature of high-order object representations, i. ized by including localizer conditions (high-contrast faces and houses). Behavioral data were collected during the experiment.
Direct Comparison between Contrast and Category Adaptation
Since adaptation levels may depend on the perceived similarity between presented images, we quantified the In the two sets of experiments described above (Experiments 1 and 2 and Experiment 3), the fMRI-activation ability of subjects to discriminate between the different images during the different conditions. To that end, we level was manipulated in two different ways: image contrast changes in one case, and shape changes in the calculated a response alteration measure for each subject (see the Experimental Procedures). Statistical analyother. While adaptation was reduced when lowering the image contrast, it remained robust for both optimal and sis revealed that the response alteration measure differed significantly between the different and identical nonoptimal object categories despite the drastic reduction in the overall activation level for the nonoptimal image presentations (stimulus repetition effect). Importantly, this measure was not significantly different for categories. However, it could be argued that the lack of adaptation in the low-contrast conditions in the conthe two contrast levels that were used in the experiment (i.e., high-contrast houses compared to medium-contrast-adaptation experiments is a result of a floor effect, i.e., a nonlinear effect that precluded the fMRI signal trast faces). Furthermore, no significant interaction was found between these factors. (Two-way ANOVA: a sigfrom being reduced further below the low-contrast nonadapted state. Furthermore, the results were obtained nificant main effect of stimulus repetition: F ϭ 116, p Ͻ 10 Ϫ9 , but not of stimulus contrast: F ϭ 0.3, p Ͻ 0.6, and in two separate experiments, thus enabling only indirect comparisons. no significant interaction between these factors: F ϭ 10
Ϫ4
, p Ͻ 1.0). Thus, any differences between the highIn order to address these issues, we conducted another experiment, which combined the critical condicontrast houses and the medium-contrast faces in terms of the adaptation level could not be ascribed to the tions from both the contrast-adaptation and the category-adaptation experiments. In this experiment, we subjects' inability to discriminate between the different stimuli in these two conditions. measured the adaptation level in face-related regions for two stimulus types: face images presented in medium- Figure 5A shows the activation profile obtained in face-related voxels defined by the independent localizer contrast level (optimal category presented in a suboptimal fashion), and house images presented in high-con-(faces Ͼ houses) in LO and the pFs for the medium- Relationship between Adaptation and Cortical Activity These results demonstrate that strong adaptation can be obtained in face-related regions (LO, pFs) for nonopOur suggestion that the existence of fMRI-adaptation can be taken as a measure of high neuronal activity timal images yielding a low fMRI signal (high-contrast houses), while much weaker adaptation is obtained for level is based on the results of the contrast-adaptation experiments (Experiments 1 and 2), which showed that stimuli eliciting a stronger fMRI signal due to contrast reduction. This indicates that the level of adaptation is the adaptation level was significantly correlated to the activation level. Thus, substantial reduction in fMRI actinot a consequence of the level of the overall fMRI signal, but rather is determined by the underlying neuronal acvation practically abolished the adaptation (low-contrast condition, Figure 2 ). We attribute this reduced tivity.
adaptation to an overall reduction in the neuronal activation.
Discussion
Of the single neuron studies of adaptation in the inferior-temporal (IT) cortex, the only report that is some- 
Experiments
The source of such a heterogeneous mosaic is not clear, 
